The 28th edition of the
Densités festival offers
72 unforgettable hours…
To go around the world:
from Tokyo to Beirut,

_ Music and
performance

from Casablanca
to Prague, from Amsterdam
to Marseille, from Metz
to Bordeaux, from Val Maravel to London, from Lyon
to Berlin, from the Creuse to the Meuse! 72h to capsize
all together: 20 concerts and shows in the hall and in
the open air, 1 radio to listen live or in replay, 1 ball
to stretch your legs…

23_ 25
September
2022
Fresnes-en-W.
Meuse
Grand Est
France

The Densités Festivalit’s all tant and much more.
Electronics and acoustics, dance and poetry, travelling
musicians, long-time friends, inventors and sound
recyclers… From the Global to the Local, what a joy
to meet you to taste a 28th edition full of surprises!
And above all to invent together a precious space
(fruit of the irreplaceable encounter between artists
and the public).

FRI AY 23.09

_ From 8.30 PM

Solo_ FERNAND DEROUSSEN
[Audio-naturalist composition]

After Anne Montaron in 2021, it is now Nico Bogaerts’s turn to host
Radio Densités with Nicolas Dick as producer. Nico Bogaerts is the
man from Brussel! This madman of music invented a radio show
called «Moacrealsloa» on Radio Panik to spin records and give
to hear the unheard. He has also been a faithful spectator of the
Densités festival for a (very) long time. Radio Densités live or replay:
https://soundcloud.com/radiodensites

The vocalizations of a rare bird in Quebec, the roar of a lion in Kenya,
the croaking of rascasses in the Mediterranean or the rumble of Etna in
Sicily… No need for backpacks or hiking shoes to explore with Fernand
Deroussen. He shares his discoveries with our ears. Because Fernand
Deroussen is a traveler and an audio-naturalist or rather the opposite: he
himself invented this term which is probably why it fits him like a glove.
Close your eyes and enjoy all the sound’s diversity of our beautiful and
fragile planet: Densities can start as free as a fiddle!

Duo_ HAN BENNINK, TERRIE EX
[Drums - guitar]

Han Bennink and Terrie Ex keep sharing, and more than geographical roots, because if they both originate from the same region in the
Netherlands (Zaan), ABOVE ALL they are born improvisers and always
play as if it was the first time. Wild and gentle improvisations, energetic
and relaxing, sound and dancing, the duo is unpredictable and exciting
like a blindfolded hopscotch next to a ravine… We no longer introduces
the founder of the famous The Ex and the accomplice drummer of the
greatest musicians of the planet free jazz who will celebrate with us
its 80 years birthday. We could just say to paraphrase the singer-poet
Charles Trenet: « y’a de la joie, bonjour bonjour les hirondelles ! »

Quartet_ LIZ ALLBEE, JOHN BUTCHER,
IGNAZ SCHICK, MARTA ZAPPAROLI

[Trumpet - tenor and soprano saxophones - turntables - sampler,
electronics, cassettes, reel tape recorder, antennas]
Turntables, samples, cassettes and other electronic gadgets form the
basis of this quartet with a rhythm that makes you say: Let’s dance! But
there are also the clicks and resonances of decisive acoustic instruments
in this mosaic. These interweavings between electronics and acoustics,
the appearances and disappearances of each of the strong personalities
of this quartet form a fantastic landscape.
Radio recorded by France Musique / Radio France.

They were three at the birth of Paulette: Émilie dances, Xavier plays guitar and Emmanuelle is a sound poet. Their idea was to tear and eventually re-create spaces by crossing multiple paths. Composed of artists
accustomed to improbable encounters, Paulette was missing only a formidable BUT subtle drummer. With Leo, Paulette becomes a funny group
of songs without well-formatted texts, a combo of wonky larsens, a ballet without tutu, a post-punk band without a crest. Paulette is sound,
words, body, strings, percussion, vibrations… From the collective to the
individual. A line, dynamics, waves that meet and disperse.
On the limit / I / Us / Them / On the limit / You / On the limit / Me / Us
/ Tu / He / She / They

Solo_ MARC BARON
[Electro-acoustic]

Marc Baron’s music is hybrid: it is above all an assembly. The magnetic
tape, the tape recorder and its sound mechanics are at the centre of this
work. The sources are essentially from recordings from everyday life, recovery of existing archives and electronic manipulations. This material,
often biographical, is put to the test of the machines to produce an alloy
designed for diffusion. A lot of tension, extreme contrasts, the immersion proposed here is also a physical exploration of the sound material.
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This year again the Bigre! Company will delight our eyes and senses
by staging the convivial space of the festival. With Marie Bouchacourt, Benoît Carpentier and Sarah D’Haeyer.

Meuse TGV Station, Hignh speed train from Paris and Strasbourg
(shuttles on requests, tahnks to contact us).

CÉLINE KERREC

[Dance - drumset - soundpoetry - guitar]

VU D’UN OEUF Centre artistique rural
1, rue du château 55160 Fresnes-en-Woëvre

A4 motorway, Exit 32 Fresnes-enWoëvre from Paris and Strasbourg.

YOU NEED AN ACCOMODATION?

[Action performance - dance]

EMMANUELLE PELLEGRINI, XAVIER SAÏKI

Pôle Culturel, rue de Bonnétage 55160 Fresnes-en-Woëvre

HOW TO FIND US?

Côte Côte_ MATHIAS FORGE,

Paulette new 4_ ÉMILIE BORGO, LÉO DUMONT,

ADRESS

FESTIVAL DENSITÉS

Covid 19 sanitary measures are by definition changing: follow the
developments on our website • If a concert or the entire festival had
to be cancelled, tickets will be refunded.

SATUR AY 24.09_ From 2.00 PM
Is Mathias Forge a musician? A dancer? A poet? An inimitable and unique
presence? Probably all at once! That’s his first ever meeting in duet with
the choreographer Céline Kerrec, whom he knows well for having worked
with her in the Jeanne Simone Company (Bordeaux). We have here two
strong personnalities, with their tendencies their moods and their obsessions. They expose their complicity. They want to set up a meeting space
to install an unstable relationship, to build a temporary hut and have
the opportunity to success or fail (whatever). Bounce, lyricism, groping:
action!

About us

Camping accessible by foot: base-de-loisirs-du-colvert.fr
Cottages and bed and breakfast: gites-de-meuse.fr
Contact us if necessary.

WHERE ARE THE SHOWS HELD?
Pôle culturel

Arboretum

Zone humide

TO FIND YOUR WAY AROUND THE PROGRAM

Krci + Lê Quan Ninh _ LORIS BINOT,
LÊ QUAN NINH, ÉMILIE ŠKRIJELJ

[Prepared piano - accordion – percussion]

They met at the Azeotropes collective, the Krči duo brings together
Loris Binot and Emilie Škrijelj, accomplices musicians for more than
ten years in Lorraine and everywhere. They divert their instruments to
extract abstract, sensitive and sometimes rough sounds. In November
2019 they invite the percussionist Lê Quan Ninh for a first trio concert
and their subtlety still resonate. A true trio was born that is not afraid
of meekness, silence and restraint. It’s beautiful as…Replace the dotted
lines with something (or someone) you like!

eriKm & Vrrrbitch_ ERIKM, PETR VRBA
[Electronic - trumpet, electronice]
This concert is supported by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic

A summit meeting between a musician and a visual artist of the French
scene and an activist of the Czech improvised music scene (thanks
to him improvised music has a real network in the Czech Republic).
Construction, superimposition and decomposition of structures are
the basis of their impressive sound vocabulary, which constantly plays
between minimal and maximal. Sound is a real communication platform for this extremely talented duo.

Children from six years old welcome

Creation or Premiere

TICKETS AND FARES
ONLINE: billetweb.fr/festival-densites-28
PASSES

PASS festival: 3 days = 20 show (SR),
Presale: 50 €, on site: 55 €
- 25 PASS: 27 € on site or in presale.
Support PASS: access to every concerts+special gifts.
On site or in presale: 75 €

OTHER PRICES On site or in presale
Friday 23 sept: 19 €, RR: 15 € • Saturday 24 sept: 21 €, RR: 17 €
Sunday 25 sept: 21 €, RR: 17 € • One concert: single rate 7€ (Ball is free)
SR : Signle Rate • RR : Reduced Rates (Students, artists, unemployed, elderlies, large
families. Free for children under 15).
PHOTO CREDITS: R. Sato, C. Marx, E. Fischer, L. Orseau, Y. Watanabe, Etcheverria, all rights reserved.

Noorg + Wajdi_ ÉRIC BROCHARD,
LOÏC GUENIN, WAJDI GAGUI

Trio_ AXEL DÖRNER, SACHIKO M,
OTOMO YOSHIHIDE

Trio_ CHRISTINE ABDELNOUR,

FÉLICITY MANGAN, JEAN-PHILIPPE GROSS

[Saxophone - electronics]
In partnership with The Jarnisy Theater Company/ Maison d’Elsa

Landscaper, ici même à ciel ouvert_

Miroirs d’espaces_ RAOUL BINOT,

[Double bass - dance]

[Saxophon - piano - Sound diffusion: Mario Parutto]

Here, space is not the setting but the origin of the performance. First,
the artists discover it in silence. Discreetly. They get there sleep to
dream and let their imaginations build the
lines that will guide the show. Then, in fusion with the place, they
elaborate the piece with great respect and without distorting it.The
show is completely part of the landscape, with its scenographic elements. Finally, the public is invited to live the ephemeral: right here,
in the open sky!

« Miroirs d’espaces » is a large sound fresco in quadriphony made from
electronic, instrumental and natural sounds. Two improvisers interfere
and escape from the fresco. This suggests the dialogue of worlds, the
moments in life, the sounds that enchant or assault us. Little by little, these musical sensations develop and play with our sound perceptions. Beyond the device, the two companions, renowned pedagogues,
composers and musicians, give us the opportunity to hear a free and
liberated music.

Solo_ OTOMO YOSHIHIDE

Sawt Out_ BURKHARD BEINS, MAZEN KERBAJ,

[Guitar, turntables]

TIMOTHÉE CHABRILLAT, CÉCILE TRÉHU,
JAN MYSLIKOVJAN, ÉDOUARD RIBOUILLAULT,
AYMIE ZAHRA /Cie Hors Laps

Musette fort is the name of a tuning for the accordion that is characterized by a consequent shift of frequencies associated with a very strong
vibrato. This project initiated by the musician Claire Bergerault, gives its
name to this unexpected musical encounter between five accordionists
and an electronic musician. The squeezebox is definitely transfigured.

[Sound - devices - drawings and paintings]

SUN AY 25.09

_ From 11.00 AM

Noorg + Wajdi_ ÉRIC BROCHARD,
LOÏC GUENIN, WAJDI GAGUI

[Electronic – dance]
In partnership with the village of Hannonville-sous-les-Côtes
A new meeting in the morning. Follow them by the water!
This perfomances are part of “Occupying the Territory” the 2022-2024 artisitic residency proposed to the Col’Jam Dance Company. This Residence
is funded by the Grand Est Region and the Meuse Department.

How to make sound painting or sound with paint or simply let yourself be guided by the poetry of chance? This is the challenge faced by
this trio. The mechanographers have invented a strange machine: a
few self-moving devices, equipped with pencils and inked brushes. In
the midst of their evolutions, a mechanographer watches over their
proper functioning, while another draws automatically. Little by little, this unexpected crew composes a deep and detailed landscape,
revealing the undeniable expressiveness of the machines as well as
their astonishing capacity to live strictly in the present. These different actions are accompanied by the amplified sounds of a discreet
musician whose mission is to encourage a contemplative mood in the
spectators in search of an explanation.

FRANÇOIS BOUSCH

MICHAEL VORFELD

[Percussion – trumpet]
Pop, free improvisation, noise, guitar, electronics, composition, improvisation, solo, large orchestras, film music: Otomo Yoshihide is all
of this! Simultaneously and independently on a global scale, he is
this great figure since the 1980s. But to say this is undoubtedly a way
to lock him and limitate his importance. For movement and invention
are precisely the watchwords of this multi-genre music maker. This is
also his only appearance in France. So why snub your pleasure?

MAUD LUCIEN /Cie Les objets Perdus

Musette Fort_ CLAIRE BERGERAULT,
[Accordion, voice, flute – electronics]

Air, breath, waves, slides and pistons crossed by an incisive and decisive guitar: this is a trio of specialists in global improvised and electronic music. Global yes, with O.Yoshihide at the forefront of creation
since the 80s, Sachiko M., radical inventor of sine wave music and
finally Axel Dörner, whose many adventures from free jazz to improvisation are no longer to be presented. There is no need to hold back
his breath... Let’s savour the pleasure of an encounter of high-flying
artists!

EMMANUEL FLEITZ, SAYOKO ONISHI

« To be honest, Everything I do is useless… I asked my mother for
advice to help me. I move, I talk, I do things and my mother opens my
eyes with her sharp gaze. I really hope very much that this show will
be of use, or in the worst case, to one person ! »
Here is the story of an artist who doubts… Mathias Forge does not
make a novel, an opera or a play in five acts of it but rather an atypical form of show as he likes them, where he listens to and takes
advice from his mother recorded on tape!

[Trombone, tape recorder K7]

Les Mécanographes_ JÉRANIUM, MAN’HU,

Jean-Philippe Gross loves analogue synthesizers and develops a work on
listening and the listener’s relationship with the recording. He proposes
a group that explores the link between electronics and the voice of the
acoustic instrument. He has invited two female musicians of his generation from very different backgrounds. Christine Abdelnour who ventures
on the tenuous limit between acoustic and electronic. And then Felicity
Mangan, still little known on the French scene, who collects the sounds
of insects and batrachians in Australia to reveal their rhythm and timbre
and to create a music close to sound installation. How to arrange the
sounds, put them in space and in perspective? The music they embody
tells us: by listening to them!

[Trompette - électronique - guitare, tourne-disque]

Self-taught, he has been practising free improvisation in solo and group
and musical encounter since the late 1990s. He mainly uses a basic device built around an electrophone, a prepared mixing board and a few
microphones/sensors: this primitive electronics puts the emphasis on
gesture and the moving body. Arnaud has played with (almost) every
musicians of the experimental scene; he is also the founder of the Sonic
Protest festival in Paris. Arnaud goes for it and goes off-track, flirting
with rock and with the pure joy of playing!

Mazen Kerbaj is a Lebanese visual artist and comic book writer, but he
is also known as one of the initiators and key figures in Beirut’s experimental and improvised music scene. And of course he plays the trumpet. In Sawt Out, he collaborates with the two percussionists Michael
Vorfeld and Burkhard Beins, both protagonists of Berlin Echtzeitmusik.
They have worked together in various formations and are undoubtedly
sculptors of sound and poets who develop a subtle and very visual language. Here are three musicians who are passionate about space and
constructions : that will not leave us on the surface!

Foudre Rockeur_ ÉRIC DELAVARANNE,

The Densibal_ XAVIER CHARLES,

[Vocals - drums - bass – guitar]

[Clarinet, voice, organ, bass…]

A pure and unconditional love for rock & roll and a bunch of good
friends, that’s really all you need to start a flipping brilliant band. That’s
how Benoît, Christophe, Eric, Justin, Laura, Laurent and William joined
forces to create Foudre Rockeur. With Arnaud (aka the famous Monsieur
Marcaille) on bass, this group reinvents the punk songs in a dadaist way.
Their repertoire evolves between experimental covers, rock improvisations and pop. This energetic and effective show is sure to make you tap
your feet and dance. The band vibrates to the rhythm of drums, electric
guitars, bass and vocals, it’s a real space for raw expression.

After a fantastic journey, what could be more fantastic than moving
your feet on the floor of the Cultural Pole? Without restriction (we
hope so), dive into the delights of the dance from tcha-tcha to disco!

LAURENT HERBELET, ARNAUD MARCAILLE,
LAURA MARTIN, WILLIAM PHILIPPE,
JUSTIN TALARICO, BENOÎT VERMANDÉ

HÉLÈNE GÉHIN, ARNAUD MARCAILLE,
VÉRONIQUE MOUGINTHE RETURN OF IVAN
GRUSELLE AND ALL THEIR FRIENDS

M

In 2021, the movie director Thierry Vallino was invited to
film during the festival. For a very special year year, the one
after the lockdown… He filmed with respect and tenderness
the edition of the rebirth. A film put in sound by the
musician Xavier Saïki. To be seen throughout the festival.

FL

_ From 8.30 PM

Georgette K7_ MATHIAS FORGE

[Electronic]

[Electronic - dance]
In partnership with the village of Hannonville-sous-les-Côtes
The relationship with electronic music and nature is the subject of this
encounter. Col’jam is one of the reference structures in contemporary
dance in Morocco. Ahlam El Morsi et Wajdi Gagui work on choreography
as vital and critical for life. Their residency at Vu D’un Oeuf is just startind and it’s an opportunity to question the link between dance and
music in spontaneous and instantaneous inspirations. Wajdi meets
the duo Noorg: Eric Brochard and Loïc Guénin explore the forgotten
continents formed by the sounds of bodies, everyday insects, wind and
flying dusts… Here is the essential, an encounter with others and with
each other...

4 x 4_ ARNAUD RIVIÈRE
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